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The neutron-rich carbon isotope 15C was postulated to be a halo nu-
cleus (Sn = 1215 keV, S2n = 9395 keV) according to different high-energy
experiments. If so, it would be the only halo nucleus exhibiting a “pure”
s-wave structure of the ground state. At low collision energies, the effect
of this halo structure should manifest as a strong absorption pattern in
the angular distribution of the elastic cross section, with a total suppres-
sion of the nuclear rainbow due to the large neutron transfer and breakup
probabilities, enhanced by the halo configuration. The IS619 experiment,
carried out at the HIE-ISOLDE facility at CERN (Switzerland), is the first
dynamical study of this nucleus at energies around the Coulomb barrier. It
aims to probe the halo structure via the measurement of the elastic cross
section on a high-Z 208Pb target. Preliminary results of the elastic cross
section are discussed and compared to Optical Model calculations.
DOI:10.5506/APhysPolB.51.731
1. Introduction
In the light region of the nuclear chart, close to the driplines, systems
such as 6He, 11Li or 11Be are found to have an extended neutron distri-
bution; the so-called halo structure. This configuration is understood as a
threshold effect, where the reduced binding energy of the last valence nu-
cleons allows them for tunnelling out of the Coulomb barrier. This causes
an exceptionally large matter density distribution and a very diffuse nuclear
surface [1]. The halo structure leads to characteristic features in nuclear
reactions and thus can be studied via scattering. At high-energies (above
100 MeV/u), a neutron halo will produce a narrow longitudinal momentum
distribution of the breakup fragments and a large value of the interaction
cross section [2, 3]. However, at low collision energies, near the Coulomb
barrier (around 5 MeV/u), the dynamics of the system is dominated by
collective degrees of freedom, and is characterized by the coupling between
the elastic, transfer and breakup channels, and the effects of the continuum.
Here, the halo leaves a strong absorption pattern in the elastic cross sections
and the nuclear rainbow completely disappears [4–7].
The last valence neutron in the 15C isotope has a predominantly 2s1/2
wave function [8], which favours presence of a halo structure despite a rel-
atively large binding energy Sn = 1218.1(8) keV [9]. Its total interaction
cross section is 30% larger than those of the neighbouring isotopes and the
transverse-momentum distribution following breakup exhibits a remarkably
narrow width of 67(3) MeV/c [10]. At low energies, coupled-channels cal-
culations predict a competition between neutron transfer and breakup [12],
however, no experimental studies have been possible yet [11]. Making use
of the recently inaugurated HIE-ISOLDE facility, we have investigated the
scattering of 15C on a 208Pb target at a beam energy of 65 MeV to clarify
its behaviour.
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2. Experimental setup
The IS619 experiment was carried out in August 2017 using the Scatter-
ing Experiment Chamber at the XT03 beamline of the HIE-ISOLDE facility
at CERN (Switzerland). The 15C5+ beam was produced by spallation from
the impact of the PS Booster 1.4 GeV proton pulses on a CaO primary
target connected to a hot-cathode plasma source. The isotope of interest
was extracted, purified, mass-separated and injected into the High Inten-
sity and Energy superconducting linac, where it was post-accelerated up to
4.37 MeV/u (barrier energy for the system projectile+target), and directed
onto 208Pb secondary targets of 2.1 and 1.2 mg/cm2 thicknesses.
The measurement of fragments produced in the reaction was performed
with GLORIA [13], consisting of 6 silicon telescopes, each made of two 16×16
strips DSSDs; a 40 µm thick ∆E in front of a 1 mm thick E (see a scheme in
Fig. 1). The detectors surrounded the reaction target covering the scattering
angles from 15◦ to 165◦ in the laboratory frame, with a total geometric
efficiency of 25% of 4pi, and an angular resolution between 2 and 3◦.
Fig. 1. 3D scheme of the GLORIA detectors arrangement with the reaction target
in the center.
Other nuclei with the same A/Q ratio such as 12C4+, 15N5+ and 18O6+
were present in the beam as residual gases coming from the EBIS, however,
after a 75 µg/cm2 carbon stripping foil, all of them were totally removed ex-
cept for nitrogen, remaining in a fraction 15C/15N ' 0.03. The 15C intensity,
on the secondary Pb target, was close to 103 pps. The scattered nitrogen
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can be well-separated from carbon in the 2D plot. As the 15N energy is well
below its Coulomb barrier for lead, the elastic differential cross section will
follow a classical Rutherford distribution.
3. Data analysis and experimental results
The ∆E–E detectors in a telescope configuration enable fragment iden-
tification as it is demonstrated in Fig. 2. A polygon cut can be imposed in
the corresponding zone of the elastically scattered 15N and 15C events, which
are subsequently integrated pixel by pixel. The scattering angles associated
to the center of each pixel, as well as their solid angles, are improved by a χ2
fit of the angular distribution of the 15N ions, assuming a pure Rutherford
scattering distribution.
Fig. 2. 2D plot from the pixels comprised in the angular interval 37–40◦ of tele-
scope A (see Fig. 1). The data shown were taken with a 2.1 mg/cm2 target.
Charge-sharing events have been removed and a geometric energy correction was
applied to the ∆E axis.
The elastic cross section of 15C normalized to Rutherford is obtained
from the ratio between 15C and 15N yields after normalization to unity at
the most forward angles. All the points coming from the different pixels
in telescopes A and B are averaged considering their respective errors by
calculating the weighted arithmetic mean. The result is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. (Colour on-line) Measured angular distribution of the elastic scattering of
15C on 208Pb at ELAB = 65 MeV denoted with dark blue triangles. Elastic scatter-
ing of the non-halo 12C with the same target and energy is shown for comparison
using light blue squares (data from [14]).
The angular distribution of the obtained cross section shows a strong
absorption pattern and the nuclear interference suppression in the elastic
channel. In the framework of the Optical Model, potential parameters are
adjusted in order to reproduce the general trend of the experimental data.
A remarkable diffuseness of the imaginary potential is found, which has to
be set to ai0 = 1.56 fm, more than 4 times the one used to reproduce the 12C
scattering [14]. This suggests an extraordinarily large neutron distribution.
The values used for both real and imaginary radii rr0 and ri0 are 1.256 fm
and the well depths are 32.9 MeV for the real V0 part and 22.1 MeV for the
W0 imaginary one.
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